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The development of embedded applications typically faces memory and/or execution time con-
straints. In order to improve performance advanced compilers may use code transformations.
There are cases where code transformations are not automatically applied and it is up to the devel-
oper to manually apply them. One of the most relevant code transformations is Loop Unrolling.
It is a widely studied transformation and it is able to improve the performance of many loops. It
is easily implemented and its applicability is always legal. The main goal of this dissertation is
to propose an approach to help developers decide about the application of Loop Unrolling and
about the unroll factor to use. We propose an approach that uses a set of heuristics, based on char-
acteristics extracted from the source code of the loops being analyzed, to suggest loops for Loop
Unrolling. These heuristics are based on characteristics that likely lead to performance gains when
Loop Unrolling is applied, but also on characteristics that can make a loop inadequate for Loop
Unrolling. The approach consists in software extensions of an existent source-to-source tool to
extract features and on a software tool implementing the heuristics.
To validate and evaluate the proposed approach we developed a prototype that targets the
PowerPC architecture, and more specifically the PowerPC 604 processor. For this processor, we
created an instance of all the heuristics and metrics used. Using functions from real life applica-
tions and other kernels as benchmarks, we were able to determine how efficient is the proposed
approach for predicting whether Loop Unrolling will have a positive or a negative impact on the
loop performance. With these benchmarks we were also able to determine if our approach is ca-
pable of suggesting a suitable unroll factor for a loop that was considered a good Loop Unrolling
candidate. Our software prototype was able to make correct suggestions for 75% of the 8 bench-
marks evaluated. The unroll factor suggestion was close or the same as the optimal unroll factor
in all the cases except one. Nevertheless, even in this case the difference on performance gain
to the optimal unroll factor was not significant. The optimal unroll factor led to a performance





O desenvolvimento de aplicações embebidas é geralmente confrontado com restrições de memória
e/ou tempo de execução. De forma a conseguir melhorar o desempenho, compiladores especial-
izados usam transformações de código. Existem casos onde não é possível aplicar estas trans-
formações automaticamente e cabe ao programador aplicá-las manualmente. Uma das transfor-
mações de código mais relevantes é o Desenrolamento de Ciclos1. É uma transformação vasta-
mente estudada e que é capaz de melhorar o desempenho de muitos ciclos. É facilmente imple-
mentada e a sua aplicação é sempre legal. O principal objetivo desta dissertação é propor uma
abordagem para ajudar os programadores a decidir quando aplicar o Desenrolamento de Ciclos
e qual o fator a utilizar. É proposta uma abordagem que usa um conjunto de heurísticas, que
baseadas em características extraídas do código fonte dos ciclos a analisar, sugere quando e como
aplicar esta transformação. Estas heurísticas são baseadas em características que é provável con-
duzirem a ganhos de desempenho quando o Desenrolamento de Ciclos é aplicado, mas também
em características que podem fazer com que um ciclo seja considerado desadequado para esta
transformação. A abordagem proposta consiste na extensão das funcionalidades de uma ferra-
menta source-to-source já existente para extrair características e numa ferramenta que implementa
e testa as heurísticas.
De forma a conseguir validar e avaliar a abordagem proposta foi desenvolvido um protótipo
que tem como alvo a arquitetura PowerPC, e mais especificamente o processador PowerPC 604.
Foi criada uma instância para este processador de todas as heurísticas e métricas usadas. Usando
funções de aplicações reais e outros exemplos como testes, foi possível determinar quão eficiente
é a abordagem proposta a prever se o Desenrolamento de Ciclos terá um impacto positivo ou neg-
ativo no desempenho do ciclo. Com estes testes foi também possível determinar se a abordagem
é capaz de sugerir um fator de desenrolamento adequado. O protótipo desenvolvido foi capaz de
fazer sugestões corretas em 75% dos 8 testes avaliados. A sugestão do fator de desenrolamento foi
bastante próxima ou igual ao fator ótimo em todos os casos menos um. No entanto, mesmo neste
caso a diferença no ganho de desempenho obtido entre o fator ótimo e o fator sugerido não foi
significativa. O fator ótimo trouxe uma melhoria de 35,37% enquanto que o fator sugerido trouxe
uma melhoria de 31,49%.
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Performance is always an important factor, no matter what type of application we are dealing with.
Nobody wants their laptop taking several minutes to open an image or their mobile phone running
out of battery just for checking his email. While the average user, using a common, everyday sys-
tem, might tolerate a few performance drops, there are applications where performance is a critical
factor and should be accounted for during the development process. Embedded applications are
an example of this, typically facing execution time, memory and energy constraints.
One way to improve performance is using code transformations. A number of code transfor-
mations are already used automatically by advanced compilers and optimization tools. Others are
applied manually by developers. These transformations can target various parts of the program
and can be applied at different levels (e.g., source code or intermediate compiler representation).
Programs spend most of their time executing a small portion of code [DJ01]. A well known
rule of thumb is: “A program executes about 90% of its instructions in 10% of its code.” [HP03].
Any transformation that is able to improve the performance of this 10% will likely lead to an
overall improvement in performance. As it turns out, this small part of programs often corresponds
to loops [VLCV01, Kob84]. This means that loop transformations are of critical importance when
considering performance improvements.
There are many loop transformations, all of them with different goals and results. Next, we
present some examples of loop transformations. Loop Invariant Code Motion moves code that is
invariant inside the loop to outside the loop. Consider a two-level loop nest with an array access in
the innermost loop whose subscript depends only on the outer loop induction variable. This access
can be moved from the inner to the outer loop, eliminating N× (M− 1) array accesses, with N
and M being the number of iterations of the outer and inner loops, respectively. Loop Coalescing
combines nested loops into a single loop. This new loop uses only one induction variable which
can lead to less overhead and better load balancing. However, the two indexes that were previously
used still need to be calculated from this new induction variable. This transformation can improve
performance, only if these calculations can be simplified. Figure 1.1 shows an example of this
1
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1 for(i = 0; i < N; i++)
2 for(j = 0; j < M; j++)
3 array[i][j] = array[i][j] + c;
(a) Before
1 int maxVal = N * M;
2
3 for( ij=0 ; ij<maxVal ; ij++ )
4 {
5 i = ij / M;
6 j = ij % M;
7 array[i][j] = array[i][j] + c;
8 }
(b) After
Figure 1.1: An example of Loop Coalescing. The two indexes are still calculated using the new
induction variable.
transformation. Loop Collapsing is a very similar transformation as it also combines a nest into
one single loop but only if the stride is constant. When this happens, we can treat a two-dimension
array as a linear one, using an incrementing pointer to access each one of the array positions.
Many other transformations exist [Wol95] like Loop Tiling that partitions a bi-dimensional
iteration space into tiles to improve cache locality or Loop Fission that creates several loops
from an original one, splitting the body statements through these new loops. One other loop
transformation is Loop Unrolling, which has been studied and used for decades, and is the focus
of this work.
1.1 Loop Unrolling
Loop Unrolling is a loop transformation that changes the loop structure. It replicates the loop
body exposing successive iterations and adjusts the step accordingly. Because several iterations
are grouped together the total number of iterations will decrease. The number of times the loop
body is replicated is equal to the factor that the number of iterations decreases by and is called
unroll factor. The step must also increase by this factor so that no iterations are executed more
than once.
Figure 1.2 shows an example of this transformation, in this case with a loop unrolled twice.
This loop calculates the sum of squares of a 512 element vector. Because the step of the trans-
formed loop is 2 and the iteration limits remain the same, the number of iterations was reduced
by half. Nevertheless, the number of statements inside the loop body also increased by 2, which
means that even though the loop executes less iterations, the same logical operations are per-
formed (further compiler optimizations might change the actual number of instructions). Because
the execution order still preserves the original dependencies, Loop Unrolling is always legal.
The main advantage of this transformation is that it can immediately reduce the overhead
associated with the loop control structure. But there are other advantages. On specific architectures
it is possible to make use of Instruction Level Parallelism and Out of Order Execution. Loop
Unrolling enables this as it exposes more iterations on the loop body, which in turn exposes more
2
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1 for ( i=0 ; i<512 ; i++ )
2 {
3 prod = x[i] * x[i];
4 sum += prod;
5 }
(a) Before
1 for ( i=0 ; i<512 ; i+=2 )
2 {
3 prod = x[i] * x[i];
4 sum += prod;
5
6 prod = x[i+1] * x[i+1];
7 sum += prod;
8 }
(b) After
Figure 1.2: An example of Loop Unrolling with an unroll factor of 2. This loop performs the sum
of the squares of a 512 element vector.
instructions. It is also possible, through the use of Loop Unrolling, to reuse data shared on different
iterations, as they can now be closely together.
As it is expected, any source code transformation also carries some disadvantages. There are
two main problems with Loop Unrolling and both arise from an increase on the source code size.
First the growing number of instructions can lead to additional instruction cache misses. Second,
there is a memory problem. Larger source files will be compiled to larger executable binaries.
This can pose a problem for embedded systems, where memory is almost always a restraint.
Figure 1.3 presents the results of unrolling a loop that performs the sum of the squares of a
512 element vector (code presented in Figure 1.2). This example shows how much of an impact
Loop Unrolling can have in the performance of the program. The figure presents the cycle count
improvement for unroll factors ranging from 2 to 512 (which is a full unroll). This figure also
shows how difficult it can be to predict the optimal unroll factor for a given loop as there are a lot
of variations in performance and some pronounced spikes.
1.2 Problem Definition
As shown before, source code transformations, and especially loop transformations, can play an
important role when attempting to improve the performance of applications. Sometimes, because
of architecture, language or knowledge restrictions, these transformations can not be applied au-
tomatically. When this happens, the developer needs to take control and apply the transformations
manually, a process that can be tedious and error-prone.
There is a need for a tool that can help developers make confident decisions about when and
how to make these transformations. A tool that can help the developer feel safe when transform-
ing the code because he knows it will lead to a performance improvement. Given a loop whose
execution time we aim to reduce, we want to know if Loop Unrolling will be beneficial and, if so,
what unroll factor should be used. For this, we need a tool that can analyze a loop and make a
suggestion on whether we should apply this transformation, while also providing a suitable unroll
factor if Loop Unrolling is suggested.
3
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Figure 1.3: The results of applying Loop Unrolling to the loop presented in Figure 1.2. All the
possible unroll factors were tested (from 2 to 512). These tests were done using a PowerPC 604
processor simulator.
1.3 Objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop an approach that, using a set of heuristics, is
capable of analyzing C source code and suggest loops that are good Loop Unrolling candidates.
This approach will extract all the relevant information of candidate loops (innermost FOR loops)
and create models to represent them. These models will then be evaluated using the proposed
heuristics. After this, the loop will be considered suitable or unsuitable for Loop Unrolling. If a
loop is considered suitable, we also need to suggest an appropriate unroll factor. This approach
will tackle the problem presented earlier, helping the developer finding the best loops to unroll but
without transforming them, giving him full control.
The choice of a source code transformation is obvious as it is the level that is closest to the
developer and therefore is easier for him to understand, evaluate and apply. The choice of a loop
transformation is also straightforward. As was mentioned before, optimizing loops will likely lead
to a large increase in performance of the overall program. Out of all loop transformations, Loop
Unrolling was chosen as it is very well known, studied and documented and has been used for
several decades now. It is a transformation that is able to improve the performance of many loops,
is easy to apply and has the advantage of always being a legal transformation.
It is also a goal of this dissertation to implement a prototype that can be used to validate and
evaluate this approach. The prototype will make use of a compiler infrastructure as its front-end
in order to get the input source file and generate an abstract representation of the source code.
Another part of the prototype has the task of gathering all the information about candidate loops
4
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and creating models to represent them. These models can then be fed to an evaluation engine, also
part of the prototype, that has an instance of the heuristics and evaluates each loop. The instance of
the heuristics will target a specific architecture, considered meaningful in the scope of embedded
applications development.
A secondary goal is that the heuristics to be developed can be used to evaluate loops as Loop
Unrolling candidates for different architectures. To do this, the heuristics will focus on source
level characteristics, which, as said before, is the target selected level.
1.4 Organization
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of pre-
vious work that tries to somehow predict the impact of a transformation but also work focused on
Loop Unrolling. In Chapter 3 it is possible to see the approach that is proposed in this thesis as
a way to solve the current problem. Chapter 3 goes to fine detail and explains every part of the
process. Next, Chapter 4 presents a prototype developed by creating an instance of the proposed
approach, targeting a specific architecture. After that, Chapter 5 shows the experimental results
of the evaluations conducted in order to validate and evaluate the prototype and therefore the ap-
proach. Chapter 6 draws the main conclusions and provides possible directions for future work.







Some code optimizations can, on certain instances, cause some performance degradation. The
main difficulty of applying code transformations is that it is hard to predict when they will be
beneficial and when they will be harmful. Several studies have already tackled the problem of
trying to predict the impact of these transformations [DC11], but currently we still do not have
a systematic way of evaluating how a set of transformations will behave on a certain context.
Predicting this impact is difficult as it is almost always architecture and/or machine dependent
and can be affected by a large number of variables. Another factor is that it is necessary to take
into account that applying any code transformation can have an impact on subsequent transfor-
mations [PCC09]. Often , these restrictive factors lead to the use of different approaches, such
as iterative compilation [TVVA03]. The need for an uniform evaluation method of the impact
of a transformation arises. This chapter presents several research projects that aim to solve this
problem and explains how they addressed it.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 2.1 presents three approaches that use ana-
lytical models. Section 2.2 presents two techniques that perform a solution-space exploration and
Section 2.3 presents two machine learning approaches. Next, Section 2.4 presents several studies
focused on Loop Unrolling. Finally, Section 2.5 presents and overview of all the approaches.
2.1 Analytical Models
This section presents three different approaches that use analytical models to predict the impact of
several loop transformations.
2.1.1 Framework to Predict the Impact of Optimizations
Zhao et al. propose in [ZCS03] a framework that allows to predict, for an embedded processor, the
impact of an optimization taking into account the available resources and the source code. This
framework uses three types of models: code, resources and optimizations. This modular structure
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creates a high abstraction level and allows for great flexibility. To test the impact of a certain
optimization on different resources, for example cache performance and energy consumption, only
the resource model needs to be changed. It is also possible to combine several optimization models
in order to predict the impact of applying a set of optimizations.
The code to be tested is converted to the code model. This model, alongside with the op-
timization parameters, is passed to the optimization model, which generates a new code model
(representing the transformed code). To predict the impact of the optimization both the original
code model and the new code model are tested by the resource model. The difference between the
results of the two is the impact prediction.
For this work, it was created an instance of the framework whose goal is to predict the impact
of the optimizations on the cache performance. Several loop transformations were also modelled,
including Loop Unrolling and Loop Tiling. An already existent cache model was used. The results
are positive as the framework was able to predict the impact of a transformation on cache perfor-
mance with an average accuracy of 97%. For this particular instance, the framework managed
to: apply transformations selectively; choose the best transformation when several are available;
predict the impact of combining several transformations.
2.1.2 Combining Loop Transformations to Improve Cache Locality
In [MCT96], McKinley et al. present a cost model that can be used to decide the best loop orga-
nization inside a loop nest. This approach tries to improve data locality and, as such, the cost is
greater the smaller the cache usage. A model was developed that is able to find the loop structure
that makes fewer main memory accesses. In order to achieve this structure they use a composite
transformation that uses Loop Permutation, Fusion, Distribution and Reversal.
This approach creates reference groups and calculates their cache reuse. This is used to cal-
culate the reuse of each loop and its cost as if it was in the innermost position. After all loops
are tested, the algorithm used tries to move the loop with lower cost to the innermost position, the
loop with the second lower cost to the second innermost position and so on. The outermost loop
would have the highest cost. When this optimal permutation (called memory order) is not legal,
the algorithm tries to move the loop with the second lowest cost to the innermost position. If this
fails, the third one is tested and so on. The other two transformations are mainly used as a way to
remove dependencies that would prevent Loop Permutation from being used.
The model described in this work was implemented as part of Memoria, a source-to-source
cache optimizer for Fortran applications. In the approach that was followed, Loop Permutation
is the most significant transformation, with Fusion and Distribution also showing as capable of
improving locality. While Loop Reversal was not capable of improving locality by itself, the
results show that it is still an important transformation as its application can remove dependencies
and allow for other transformations to be used.
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2.1.3 Using Loop Transformations to Increase Parallelism of K-loops
In her Ph.D. dissertation, Dragomir [Dra11] presents an investigation about loop transformations
for K-loops in the context of reconfigurable architectures. The architecture considered has a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a General Purpose Processor (GPP). In this work, a K-
loop is a loop that contains a kernel that will be executed on the reconfigurable hardware. The idea
behind the application of the loop transformations is too extract as much parallelism as possible.
This can be done by executing several instances of the kernel on the FPGA or by executing the
software and hardware parts of the K-loop simultaneously. The problem with this is that a balance
must be found between the performance and the area of the FPGA, which is a limited resource.
Several transformations were used in this dissertation. Loop Unrolling is used to expose par-
allelism and to have several instances of the kernel executing on the FPGA at the same time. Loop
Shifting and K-pipelining are mainly used as a way of eliminating intra-iteration dependencies
between the software and hardware parts of the K-loop. This allows for the operations of the loop
to be concurrently executed on the FPGA and GPP. Finally, Loop Distribution is also used. When
there is a loop with a large number of kernels, this transformation can be used to divide it into
smaller loops allowing kernels to be analyzed individually.
The area available on the FPGA (90% of the total area to avoid routing problems) is used to
set an upper bound to the unroll factor. Another bound is calculated using the time needed for the
kernel to complete its memory accesses. This happens when the execution time of a kernel instance
is completely overlapped by the time needed for the loads/stores of another instance. Yet another
bound can be used. This is the relation between the performance gain obtained by increasing the
unroll factor by one and the area needed to accommodate another kernel instance. It is defined by
the developer and it indicates if it is still worth to increase the unroll factor considering the FPGA
area needed. To decide which transformations should be applied, an algorithm that uses some
heuristics is used. Relations of mutual exclusivity between transformations are also considered.
After deciding the transformations to apply the unroll factor is chosen. The approach followed
uses mathematical models for each of the possible transformation combinations and calculates the
speedup and necessary FPGA area as a function of the unroll factor. These models need profiling
information such as execution and memory access times. Now, using the upper bounds calculated
before, it is possible to chose the best unroll factor.
The experimental results show that Loop Unrolling has a greater impact with faster software
part execution times. When the execution time of the software part is much larger than the execu-
tion time of the hardware kernel, the impact of this transformation is negligible. It is also possible
to conclude that it is always beneficial to apply Loop Shifting. When used in conjunction with
Loop Unrolling, K-pipelining proves to be more useful than Loop Shifting. The experimental
results also evidence that using Loop Distribution on large K-loops followed by the other transfor-
mations is better than just applying the other transformations as it allows for different kernels to




This section presents two approaches that perform solution-space exploration in order to estimate
the execution time after applying loop transformations.
2.2.1 Estimating Execution Time of Fully Unrolled Loops
In [CD04], Cardoso and Diniz present a model to predict the impact of full Loop Unrolling in
the execution time and number of resources for Reconfigurable Processing Units (RPUs). Each
loop is modelled using characteristics such as the number of iterations, the number of cycles in
the Critical Path Length (CPL), the number of resources needed and also a status identifier (the
loop can be pipelined, unrolled or in its original state). To calculate the execution cost of a loop
three equations are used, one for each possible loop state. The arguments of these functions are
extracted from the model mentioned above.
Each array reference on the code is represented by a Reference Vector (RV) of N elements,
where N is the maximum number of loops plus one. The first element of this vector is the code
root and the remaining represent the various levels of the loop nest, from the outermost to the
innermost. Each position has a number that represents the number of references to that array on
that level of the nest. When a loop is unrolled this number is updated, multiplying the number of
iterations (of the loop being fully unrolled) by the number of references on the RV, starting at the
level itself and proceeding to the left, until the outer loop.
The RVs are used to automatically generate all possible results of full Loop Unrolling for every
loop, making it possible to estimate the execution time and the resources needed. The execution
time is estimated using one of the three equations mentioned earlier and the resources needed
follow a simple formula: multiply the number of necessary resources of the loop body by the
number of unrolled iterations of that loop.
Despite the good results the model shows some discrepancies between the predicted execution
times and the observed times, which can be explained by the fact that the model does not account
for cases where a perfect pipeline balance is not reached. Their approach has the advantage of not
needing a perfect loop nest and it provides a way to explore the solution-space without having to
apply the transformation.
2.2.2 Estimating Execution Time of Singly Nested Loop Nests
Wolf et al. present a model [WMC96] that is able to estimate the execution time of transformed
code taking into account cache misses, pipelining, register pressure and loop overhead. It enu-
merates the search space of applying all possible transformation combinations and chooses the




The approach is based on the concept of Singly Nested Loop Nest (SNLN), which is a perfectly
nested loop or an imperfect one where the imperfect code does not have any loop or flux control.
This approach uses a three-phased algorithm.
The first phase uses Loop Fusion and Distribution to create deep SNLNs. For a given outer
loop it recursively creates all SNLNs for its children and then uses Fusion and Distribution to
combine the SNLNs with their parents. The second phase transforms the resulting SNLNs. For
each one there is an algorithm that finds the best values for the unroll factor and tilling size as well
as the best permutation. The third phase deals with loops that can not be register allocated, using
Loop Distribution to create smaller loops.
To evaluate each combination this approach uses two models, one for the processor and one
for the cache. The processor model tries to predict how the scheduling will be done and ignores
cache effects. It accounts for three types of restrictions: resources, dependency caused latency and
registers. The cache model is used to determine what tile size to use and to estimate the cache
overhead. The processor model gives an estimate of the execution time and the cache model uses
it to see how cache misses affect that execution time.
In order to limit the space explored when trying to find the solution, several restrictions are
used. The product of the unroll factors used in a SNLN cannot be greater than 16. The search is
also limited to nests with a maximum depth of 8. Finally, when choosing tile sizes, it is mandatory
that the size is the same for every loop in the nest with the exception of the innermost loop.
The algorithm presented is part of a production compiler, MIPSPro 7 [mip]. It is capable of
predicting the impact of several transformations by estimating their execution time. While at first,
the algorithm might seem inefficient, the results of the experimental tests show that it leads to
performance gains and that it does not take a long time to run. In the worst case scenario, the time
needed for the algorithm accounts for 22% of compilation time.
2.3 Machine Learning Approaches
This section presents two machine learning approaches. The first is used to find a good set of
heuristics and the second is used to find the best area to explore when performing iterative compi-
lation.
2.3.1 Creating Architecture-Specific Compiler Heuristics
Monsifrot et al. present in [MBQ02] a new method that uses machine learning to find the best
heuristics for Loop Unrolling on a specific architecture. The idea is that a heuristic is only mean-
ingful if it is developed with knowledge of the target architecture. The authors consider that the
parameters that can affect Loop Unrolling are mainly loop dependent as this transformation mostly
influences code generation and instruction scheduling.
It was created an abstraction that represents a loop and it has 6 characteristics believed to affect
performance. These were picked through cross validation and fall in one of five groups: memory
accesses, number of arithmetic operations, loop body size, control instructions and iteration count.
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Each example on the learning set, represented using the abstraction mentioned before, is tested
twice. First on its original form and then after being transformed. The execution times can then be
compared and it is possible to see if Unrolling is beneficial. After being tested, an example can be
classified as: good, bad, non significant and equal. Non significant loops are discarded from the
set.
The loops are grouped in equivalence classes. Loops with the same abstraction belong to the
same class. The next step is to determine, for each class, if it is a positive or a negative example.
Every loop that is considered bad can be counted several times, depending on how much the
performance loss was. A class is considered a positive example if the number of good loops is
greater than the number of bad loops.
The approach followed in this work was to create decision trees as they can be easily generated
from characteristic vectors. The trees were created using OC1 [MKS94] technology and improved
using a technique called boosting [FS95, FS99].
A set of tests was ran under two different architectures. The execution times of reference ver-
sions (compiled without Loop Unrolling) were compared to the execution times of code compiled
after Loop Unrolling was applied (using the decision trees to decide when and how). In one of
the architectures the average execution time was 93.8% of the reference time and on the other it
was 96%. The final experiment swapped the decision trees. This resulted in a performance loss,
proving that the heuristics were in fact architecture dependent.
2.3.2 Finding the Best Exploration Area to Improve Iterative Compilation
Agakov et al. [ABC+06] present a new methodology that aims to reduce the time necessary to the
execution evaluation when applying iterative compilation. The authors use machine learning to
find the most beneficial areas of the solution-space to explore. This approach is independent of
the search algorithm, the solution-space and even the compiler. For each program an appropriate
model is selected that indicates where the exploration should focus.
A total of eleven transformations were used and every transformation sequence with a length
up to five was evaluated. Two different search methods were used, a random one and a genetic
algorithm.
Two models were developed that indicate, for a certain type of program, which transformation
sequences lead to the best performance. The first model, Independent Identically Distributed (IID),
considers all transformations to be independent. The second model, a Markov model, considers
that the impact of a transformation depends on the transformations that were previously applied.
For each test in the learning set both models were created.
The models are used by search methods. When using the random search method, instead
of having a uniform probability of each transformation being selected, each model favours some
transformations. In the case of the genetic algorithm, the models are used to define the initial
population.
Each program is represented by a vector with five characteristics. For each test used in the
learning process, a vector and the two models were created. When a new program is to be tested,
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it is only necessary to convert it to this vector and, using a nearest neighbour approach, select the
test case that resembles it the most. The models used for the new program are the models of the
test case which is considered the nearest neighbour.
The results of the experimental tests are positive. In some cases it is possible to obtain a
performance gain that the initial method could only achieve with ten times more evaluations.
However, the approach has a disadvantage, which is that every new program that is tested is not
included in the knowledge base.
2.4 Loop Unrolling
One of the reasons for choosing Loop Unrolling is that it is a widely know and studied loop
transformation.
As mentioned previously, one of the main disadvantages of Loop Unrolling is the increasing
number of instructions inside the loop body. This can lead to an instruction cache overflow. Don-
garra and Hinds present an early study [DH79] of how Loop Unrolling can effectively improve
the performance of Fortran loops. On this work they notice the existence of a constraint to the
application of this transformation, which is the possibility of overflowing the “instruction stack”.
Weiss and Smith [WS87] study two compilation techniques, Unrolling and Software Pipelining,
for pipelined supercomputers. When considering Loop Unrolling they investigate how the instruc-
tion buffer size affects its efficiency. They show that even though this is a software transformation,
the hardware supporting it plays an important role.
In order to facilitate analysis, most loops that are considered for Loop Unrolling are loops
where the iteration count is known at compile-time. In [DJ01], Davidson and Jinturkar, propose
a more aggressive approach in order to make use of most loops. The authors defend that in most
loops it is not possible to know the iteration bounds at compile-time and that if those loops are
discarded a large number of optimization chances will be lost. When the number of iterations is
only found at execution-time, it is not possible to chose an unroll factor that is a divisor of the
number of iterations. In this case, a special structure (either an epilogue or a prologue) is needed
to account for left over iterations. The authors believe that it is better to apply this transformation
automatically and in a later stage of the compilation process as more information is available.
This work presents an algorithm that is capable of dealing with loops whose iteration count is only
known at execution-time. The experimental results show that their aggressive approach is capable
of improvements as high as 50% with an average performance improvement of 10%.
One of the hardest tasks when deciding whether to apply Loop Unrolling is to decide which
unroll factor to use. Several studies [KKF97, DMBW08, Sar00, SA05] were dedicated to this,
targeting different applications and systems. These range from trying to find suitable unroll factors
for perfect loop nests considering instruction caches and Instruction Level Parallelism, to using
Machine Learning approaches as a way of predicting unroll factors.
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Some authors studied how Loop Unrolling relates to other transformations [DJ01, WS90].
This is important because Loop Unrolling is know as a facilitator for other source code transfor-
mations. Because it exposes more code, Unrolling facilitates the analysis and application of other
transformations. On the other hand, it might also prevent their application. Imagine we wanted to
inline a function call inside a loop. After applying Unrolling, Function Inlining might no longer be
possible, as now, there is a chance of creating a hotspot that can lead to problems like increasing
instruction cache misses.
2.5 Overview
Zhao et al. [ZCS03] propose a framework to predict the impact of applying a transformation, in a
code context for a given resource. In their work it is presented an instance of the framework that
targets cache performance.
McKinley et al. [MCT96] present an algorithm that manages, using a small set of transforma-
tions, to find the loop nest structure that leads to the best cache performance. The algorithm is
implemented as part of a source-to-source optimizer, Memoria.
Dragomir [Dra11] presents an intensive study about how several transformations affect perfor-
mance in the context of reconfigurable architectures. Several mathematical models are proposed
to find the combination of transformations that manages to explore maximum parallelism while
accounting for memory and area restrictions on the reconfigurable devices.
Cardoso and Diniz propose a methodology [CD04] that predicts the impact of fully unrolling a
loop by means of a solution-space exploration. It is capable of predicting execution times and the
number of resources necessary. Their work presents an efficient method of exploring the solution-
space.
Wolf et al. [WMC96] present an algorithm capable of predicting the execution time of a pro-
gram for a specific architecture. It needs a large amount of architecture information as it accounts
for cache, registers, loop overhead and software pipelining. The algorithm is implemented as part
of a production compiler, MIPSPro 7.
Monsifrot et al. [MBQ02] use Loop Unrolling to demonstrate that machine learning can be
used to find the best heuristics for a given architecture. At the end, it is proved that the heuristics
created are, in fact, architecture targeted.
Agakov et al. [ABC+06] show how machine learning techniques can be used to limit the search
space, increasing the speed of iterative optimizations. This methodology is able to indicate, for
a given program, the areas of the solution-space where the search should be focused. The main
advantage of this methodology is that it is independent of the solution-space, the search algorithm
and the compiler/optimizer used.
There are several different approaches. Some of them use analytical models, others explore
the solution-space generated by the possible application of the various transformations and some
others use machine learning techniques. Different methodologies are also used. For some of the
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approaches the architecture plays a critical role, while others manage to completely abstract them-
selves from it. The results are different too. Some of the approaches try to predict the impact a
transformation will have on performance and others try to find the best set of heuristics that allows
to decided when and how to apply a transformation. Whatever the approach is, the ultimate goal
is always the same: given a certain context, find the transformation (or combination of transfor-
mations) that will lead to the best performance improvement. Table 2.1 presents a summary of all
the approaches that were presented in this chapter.
2.6 Summary
This chapter presented several research efforts that have in common the fact that, for a given source
code, they intend to estimate the impact of a source code transformation. Three main approaches
were presented but even in each one of them there are differences in the goals and on the results
obtained.
Loop Unrolling was chosen as it is one of the most used loop transformations. It has been used
for decades it is vastly studied. It is also a very simple transformation to understand and apply and
has one big advantage in the fact that its applicability is always legal.
Although the many presented approaches proposed methods of predicting the impact of loop
transformations, an universal approach to suggest the application of Loop Unrolling (and a suitable




























































































































































































































































This chapter describes how a loop can be evaluated in order to find whether it is suitable for Loop
Unrolling. Initially, the source code is translated to a model that represents the loop that we want to
analyze. After this, the loop is tested against a set of heuristics and if it is suggested for Unrolling,
a suitable unroll factor is chosen. This chapter describes this process in detail and specifies the
loop model used, the heuristics and the metrics used to chose the unroll factor.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the flow of the evaluation process,
from the parsing of the source file to the suggestion of the unroll factor. Section 3.2 presents the
loop model that is used to represent the loops. Next, in Section 3.3, we present set of rules used
to discard loops that may not be suitable for Loop Unrolling. The heuristics used to score the
loop are presented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 explains how we can propose good Loop
Unrolling factors.
3.1 Evaluation Process
The evaluation has four main steps. First we need to take the source code and create loop models
for every loop that we want to analyze, i.e, innermost FOR loops whose iteration count is known
at compile-time. The next step, tests the loop against a set of three rules. These rules are used as a
way of filtering loops that we know beforehand, are unsuitable for Loop Unrolling. The third step
uses a set of heuristics to evaluate all the loops that passed the second step. After being evaluated,
a loop will have a final score, which is the sum of the values given by each one of the heuristics.
If this value is below a threshold, then the loop is not considered a good candidate for Unrolling
and it can be discarded. If however, the loop has a positive score at the end of the evaluation it
will move on to the fourth and final step. This step is the choice of the unroll factor. The choice
is based on some metrics that are machine dependant and on characteristics of the code. During
the third step, the loop model was flagged when certain characteristics were present, e.g., if it
has a small iteration count. These flags are used when deciding what the unroll factor should be.
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Continuing the small iteration count example, when a loop has that flag it will be considered for
full Loop Unrolling.
Initially we need to convert the C source code we want to analyze to our loop model (presented
in Section 3.2), so that we can easily test for the presence of certain characteristics. In order to do
this we can take a compiler front-end and use it to build an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). We can
then navigate that AST and collect all the needed information. First we look for innermost loops
and then, for each one of them, we extract the characteristics that matter for our analysis. Now we
have a loop model for every possible loop that we would want to analyze and can proceed to the
next step.
The acceptance rules (presented in Section 3.3) check for the existence of characteristics that
make a loop unsuitable for transformation. There are only three acceptance rules and every one of
them is easy to test. All of the rules have one main goal which is to make sure that it is possible
to know, at compile-time, how many iterations the loop will execute. If a loop breaks even one of
this rules then it will be immediately considered a bad candidate for Loop Unrolling and will be
discarded. On the other hand, if the loop is in compliance with these rules then we can begin its
evaluation using the proposed heuristics. When we reach this point the loop has a score of zero.
This score will change as it is tested by the several heuristics.
The third step will evaluate the loop considering a set of heuristics (presented in Section 3.4).
First we look for characteristics that are considered good and then for characteristics that might
make the loop inadequate for Loop Unrolling. These heuristics will change the loop score, that
initially has a value of zero. After this evaluation, and depending on the final loop score, we may
or may not suggest the loop for transformation. If it is suggested then we need to choose a fitting
unroll factor.
Figure 3.1 presents an activity diagram of the evaluation process. We start by using a tool to
convert the source file into an AST and then generating our loop model using that AST. With our
loop model we can test the acceptance rules, evaluate the loop and suggest a good unroll factor.
The process described in this section could be used iteratively. That is, if we had a source-
to-source transformation tool that would Unroll the loop based on our suggestion, we could pass
the transformed source file back into the evaluator. This would allow for some exploration of the
solution space if we were to change the values used by the heuristics after each run. With this
approach it would also be possible to consider loop nests (only to a certain extent), something that
is not considered currently. If we had a nested loop and the innermost loop was fully unrolled, the
outer loop could then be evaluated too. This is currently possible but the Loop Unrolling trans-
formation has to be done externally and the resulting source file must be passed ot the evaluator
manually.
3.2 Loop Model
This section presents the loop model that is used to represent a loop. This model is created after
parsing the source code that is being analyzed. The need for this model comes from the fact that
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Figure 3.1: An activity diagram for the evaluation process described in this section.
to evaluate a loop we need to know information about it and this is a good way to represent said
information and retrieve it quickly. This is purely a code model, i.e., it only represents information
present on the source code. This model can be built, for example, by extracting information from
an Abstract Syntax Tree created by any compiler.
This model is created to gather all the possibly needed information about a loop in a way that
is both easy and fast to query. All the information is divided into three parts. This makes the
process of evaluating the loop a lot easier. The information about the loop limits and iteration
count is on the Loop Header. The statements that make up the body are stored on the Loop Body
and the Arrays have information about the arrays that are accessed inside the loop body. Figure
3.2 presents a simple class diagram (no methods are displayed) that helps understand the overall
structure of the model.
The Loop Header contains information about the number of iterations the loop executes. This
is of crucial importance for a transformation such as Loop Unrolling. The Loop Header also
contains the lower and upper bound limits, the step and the induction variable of the loop.
The Loop Body has the statements of the loop. These statements are used by most of the
heuristics that will be presented next. Using these statements it is possible to calculate the number
of assembly instructions that will be generated by the compiler, the smallest reuse distance and the
loop body execution time relation, all of which will be explained ahead, in the heuristics section
(see Section 3.4 on page 21).
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Figure 3.2: Class diagram for the Loop Model.
A loop can be modelled using a header, a body and a name, which is used as an identifier.
Nevertheless, in order to make a better analysis of the loop, we also need information about the
arrays that it iterates over, so each loop has a list of Array objects. Each one of these objects has
all the needed information about an array that is being accessed inside the loop body. This allows
us to test for characteristics such as data reuse. We need a name to identify each array. Then we
need to have a set of all the accesses that are made to this array. For this, we store a set with the
subscripts of the array accesses. This is useful to check, for example, which variables are used to
index an array position. Finally, we want to know other characteristics about the array like if its
declaration is visible to our loop and if its initialization uses only literals. We also want to know if
the array values were changed before it reached our loop or if the array was passed to a function
(were its values might have been changed). All this information is used by an heuristic that tries
to understand if it possible, by applying full Loop Unrolling, to replace the array accesses with the
array values (this is explained in detail in Section 3.4 on page 21).
3.3 Acceptance Rules
Some loops have certain characteristics that make them less suitable to transform with Loop Un-
rolling. For example, it may not be possible to know, when we are analyzing the loop, how many
iterations it is going to execute. In cases like this it is better not to transform the loop. This section
contains a set of rules that are used to detect these loop characteristics. When a loop breaks one of
these rules then it can be classified as a bad candidate and discarded immediately. The loops that
respect these rules will go to the next step where they will be evaluated.
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1 for ( i=1 ; i<n ; i++ )
2 {
3 for ( k=0 ; k<i ; k++ )
4 {
5 w[i] += b[k][i] * w[(i-k)-1];
6 }
7 }
Figure 3.3: Livermore Loop no. 6.
Acceptance Rule 1 The loop will terminate its execution only when all of its iterations are
complete. The loop body may not contain any instructions that can either terminate the loop or
skip iterations (continue, break, goto).
Acceptance Rule 2 The Upper Bound of the loop must remain unchanged throughout its exe-
cution. Even in the case where this value is only known at execution-time it must be a constant.
No instructions inside the loop can change its value. While this value can not be change inside the
loop, it might be changed outside (see Figure 3.3). This is not accounted for in our approach.
Acceptance Rule 3 While the loop is executing, the step must remain constant. No instructions
inside the loop body are allowed to change the induction variable nor the variables used as step.
These three rules make it possible to know the number of iterations and apply Loop Unrolling.





This section describes the heuristics used to classify a loop as either a good or a bad candidate
for Loop Unrolling. This is the third step for suggesting Loop Unrolling as a transformation for
a given loop. The first four heuristics are called positive heuristics. These represent good loop
characteristics and because of this, their value is always positive or zero.
The last heuristic is a negative heuristic as it looks for a characteristic that tends to have a
negative impact once Loop Unrolling is applied. Because of this, the values given when testing a
loop will be either zero or negative.
3.4.1 Small Iteration Count
Loops with small iteration counts are considered good because it is not likely that Loop Unrolling
will have a negative impact on the instruction cache performance. Even if the loop body has
a large number of instructions, one can still fully unroll the loop without worrying about cache
misses. Fully unrolling a loop completely removes the control structure used and exposes all the
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1 for ( i=1 ; i<SIZE ; i++ )
2 {
3 x[i] = z[i] * ( y[i] - x[i-1] );
4 }
(a) Original loop
1 for ( i=1 ; i<SIZE ; i+=3 )
2 {
3 x[i]a= z[i] * ( y[i] - x[i-1] );
4 x[i+1]b= z[i+1] * ( y[i+1] - x[i]
a);
5 x[i+2] = z[i+2] * ( y[i+2] - x[i+1]
b);
6 }
(b) Loop unrolled three times
Figure 3.4: An example of a loop with a data reuse distance of 1. This is the fifth loop of the
Livermore Loops benchmark. In (b), it is possible to see the two reused values, annotated with the
a and b superscripts.
instructions. Not only can this improve performance because it removes the overhead associated
with the control structure but it can also lead to further compiler optimizations.
This heuristic looks for a loop whose total number of iterations is small. Depending on how
small the iteration count is, a different value will be added to the loop score. To do this we need to
consult the Loop Header, get the number of iterations and return a suitable value. The score of this
heuristic is higher for loops with smaller iteration counts. If the loop is considered to have a small
iteration count, then it is flagged as such. This is done as a way to advice the code responsible for
choosing the unroll factor to try full Loop Unrolling.
3.4.2 Data Reuse
Alongside with the overhead reduction, data reuse is one of the most important benefits of Loop
Unrolling. This transformation exposes several iterations inside the loop body, making it possible
to reuse data from several iterations on one single iteration. If there is reuse, we need to know
what is the distance between the iterations that use the same data. Short distances are better and
will be rewarded higher. Long distances mean that we need a bigger unroll factor in order to reuse
the data and bigger unroll factors mean more problems with instruction cache misses. When the
same unroll factor is used, a loop with a shorter reuse distance will be able to reuse more data than
a loop with a longer reuse distance.
Let us consider the code shown on Figure 3.4 as an example. This is the code for the Livermore
Loop no. 5, part of the Livermore Loops benchmark. The statement on line 3 of Figure 3.4a uses
data that is written in previous iterations. When the loop is unrolled, these iterations are exposed
and the data can be reused. Since there was a distance of one, unrolling the loop three times allows
for two values to be reused. Lines 4 and 5 of Figure 3.4b show statements that reuse data from the
previous statement (the reused values are annotated with the a and b superscripts).
The value of this heuristic depends on how long the reuse distance is, with shorter distances
having higher scores. To test this heuristic we need to see what array accesses are inside the loop
body and if they allow data to be reused. If this characteristic is found it not only marks the loop
as a good candidate, but also sets a possible value for the unroll factor (reuse distance plus 1) that
will be chosen on the next evaluation step.
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3.4.3 Same Scope Array
Most loops iterate over arrays. If these arrays are declared on the same scope that the loop is,
then it can be beneficial to fully unroll this loop. When such an array exists and its values are
not reassigned (i.e., it is an array of constants) fully unrolling the loop can significantly improve
performance. With the loop fully unrolled, it is possible, through constant propagation and con-
stant folding, to resolve the array indexes and replace the array accesses with the constant values.
While this is not a common occurrence it only needs a simple verification and might bring a very
good performance improvement as not only it removes the loop control structure overhead but also
removes unnecessary loads.
In order to test this heuristic we need to see what arrays are accessed inside the loop and if the
subscripts of these accesses are only dependent on its induction variable. Furthermore, we need
to make sure that the array we are considering is declared on the same scope and is an array of
constants.
3.4.4 Loop Body Execution Time Relation
One of the main advantages of Loop Unrolling is that it greatly reduces the overhead associated
with the control structure of the loop. The longer the execution time of the control structure in
relation to the overall execution time of the loop, the greater the impact of this transformation.
Considering that the time needed to execute the control is about the same for every loop (just an
increment, a comparison and a jump), the only thing that can be tested is the execution time of
the loop body. If the loop body takes a long time to execute than the transformation will not be as
significant. We can consider the relation between the execution time of the body and the execution
time of the control.
To illustrate this, see Figure 3.5. In 3.5a we see a loop with a relation of 1, meaning that the
body and the control structure take the same time to execute. In this example the loop has only four
iterations and we show the performance gain resulting from the control overhead reduction when
unrolling the loop twice. After unrolling the loop, it only executes two iterations, so the control
structure is only executed twice. This represents an improvement of 25%. On the other hand, in
Figure 3.5b we have a loop whose relation is 2 (i.e., the body takes twice as long to execute when
compared to the control). This loop also executes four iterations. After unrolling this loop (using
a factor of 2 once again), we only achieve an improvement of 16%. This shows that the execution
time of the loop body in relation to the execution time of the control structure should be as small
as possible to achieve better performance gains.
This heuristic rewards loops where the loop body execution time is as small as possible when
compared to the control structure. To test this, we assume that the control structure is composed
of an increment, a comparison and a jump. Now we can use this information and the time needed
to complete the loop body to calculate a relation between the execution time of the control and the
body. First this test calculates the time needed to complete the loop body. The next step is to divide
this time by the time needed by the control, which is the time needed to execute an increment, a
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(a) A loop with a relation of 1 (b) A loop with a relation of 2
Figure 3.5: Comparing the performance gain resulting from Loop Unrolling on loops with differ-
ent loop body execution times.
comparison and a jump. Based on the relation of these two values, we can return an appropriate
score.
3.4.5 Number of Instructions
The number of instructions on the loop body should be small enough so that the instruction cache
is not greatly affected by this transformation. Instruction cache misses are always going to be a
problem but the bigger the number of instructions in the loop, the more cache misses will happen
when applying Loop Unrolling. In this context, “instructions” refers to the assembly instructions
on the loop body as generated by the compiler. Small numbers of instructions will grant a higher
score and the score decreases as the number of instructions inside the loop body grows.
Table 3.1 presents a summary of all the heuristics that were presented. This table shows the name
of the heuristic and the parameters it takes, i.e., the information needed to calculate its value. It can
also be seen in this table what effect (that emerges from Loop Unrolling) the heuristics are looking
for. Consider, for example, the Number of Instructions heuristic. It needs to know the number of
instructions inside the loop body in order to account for the increasing instruction cache misses
that can result from Loop Unrolling.
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Table 3.1: A summary of all the heuristics described.
Heuristic Parameter Effect
Small Iteration Count Number of iterations Safer full unroll
Data Reuse Array references Data reuse
Same Scope Array Array references and scope information Array accesses replacement
Loop Body Execution Time Relation Loop body statements Control overhead reduction
Number of Instructions Number of assembly instructions Instruction cache thrashing
3.5 Unroll Factor
This section describes how the choice of the Unroll factor is made. After the loop is evaluated we
need to choose an unroll factor that is capable of achieving a good performance gain. To do this
we need to use the information that is present on the loop model described previously and limit
the unroll factor using some metrics that allow to estimate when the performance will start to fall.
The strategy used to choose a good unroll factor is very simple, we try to choose the biggest
unroll factor that will not lead to a performance loss. This assumes that all the loops that reach
this stage are good candidates and that they will benefit from Loop Unrolling. There are three
sequential and exclusive steps, i.e., when one of them is true the remaining are not tested. The
algorithm described in the following paragraphs can be seen in Figure 3.6.
Initially, we check if the arrays that are being iterated on the loop are declared on the same
scope and are constant (SSA in Figure 3.6, line 2). This was already tested by the heuristics and
if this is true the loop is correctly flagged and we fully unroll the loop. While this might seem a
bit drastic the performance increase that results from the replacement of the array accesses by the
array values is great and can compensate most of the negative effects inherent to Loop Unrolling.
However, if this is not true, we move on to the next test.
Now we need to calculate the maximum possible unroll factor (from now on MaxFactor) that
will not cause problems with the instruction cache. To do this we use a metric, MaxInsts that
represents the maximum number of assembly instructions that will not cause the instruction cache
performance to deteriorate in way that is not possible to compensate with the benefits from Loop
Unrolling. Right now, we assume that the only possible cause for performance degradation is the







where LoopBodyInsts is the number of assembly instructions on the loop body. Now that we have
this upper limit we can proceed with the other two steps.
At this point we check if the loop has a small number of iterations (SIC in Figure 3.6, line 6).
If it does and the number of iterations is smaller than MaxFactor, the loop can be fully unrolled.
If the number of iterations, even thought it is considered small, is bigger than MaxFactor we need
to check if it is still worth to fully unroll the loop. We calculate the difference between the number
of iterations (the full unroll factor) and MaxFactor and we compare it to MaxFull. This metric has
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function CHOOSEFACTOR(LoopBodyInsts, IterationCount, ReuseDistance)








if SIC = true then
if IterationCount < MaxFactor then
return FullFactor
else
10: Di f f erence = IterationCount−MaxFactor





if DR = true then
ReuseFactor← ReuseDistance+1
if ReuseFactor < MaxFactor then
return ReuseFactor
20: else
Di f f erence = ReuseFactor−MaxFactor







Figure 3.6: Calculating a suitable unroll factor. This figure shows the algorithm used to choose a
good unroll factor to the loop being analysed. It uses the following information about the loop:
the number of instructions on the body, the iteration count and the smallest reuse distance.
the maximum difference between the iteration count and MaxFactor that will still allow to fully
unroll the loop. If the difference is smaller than MaxFull, we fully unroll the loop. Otherwise, we
proceed to the next test.
Now we see if the loop has the possibility of data reuse (DR in Figure 3.6, line 16). If it has,
we need to see what is the reuse distance and how it compares to MaxFactor. In order to reuse
data with Loop Unrolling we need an unroll factor that is at least the reuse distance plus one (from
now on ReuseFactor). If ReuseFactor is smaller than MaxFactor we can safely use it and we are
guaranteed to reuse a number of values equal to:
MaxFactor−ReuseFactor+1
If ReuseFactor happens to be bigger, we need to see if it is still worth using it as the unroll factor. In
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a similar way to what we did on the previous test we calculate the difference between ReuseFactor
and MaxFactor and compare it to another metric, MaxDistance. In an analogous way to MaxFull,
this metric tells us if it is still worth using ReuseFactor as the unroll factor.
If all the previous tests failed we say that the best unroll factor is MaxFactor, the value that
was calculated between the first and the second steps. This is what we try to do in a summarized
way:
• Fully unroll if the array is constant and declared on the same scope.
• Try to fully unroll if the loop has a small iteration count.
• Try to reuse data if possible, using “reuse distance + 1” as the unroll factor.
• Return the maximum possible unroll factor if everything else fails.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presented an approach that can be used to evaluate a loop and make an informed
suggestion of whether it should be unrolled or not.
In order to evaluate a loop there are four main steps. In the first step the source code is trans-
lated to a loop model that has all the relevant information about the loops that will be analyzed.
Next, we need to test the loops against a set of acceptance rules. These rules will act as a filter,
discarding loops on which it is not possible to know the number of iterations at compile-time. The
third step is the evaluation of the loop. The loop starts with a score of zero and will be rewarded
points as the heuristics find characteristics that make this loop suitable for Loop Unrolling. Fi-
nally, and if the loop has a final score above a threshold, the fourth and final step tries to find a
fitting unroll factor.
The main advantages that arise from using Loop Unrolling are the control structure overhead
reduction, the possibility of data reuse and the possibility of replacing array accesses with the array
values. The control structure overhead reduction is the one advantage that is always present. By
control structure we mean the instructions responsible for making sure that the induction variable
is updated every iteration and that the loop is terminated. Because these instructions are executed
on every single iteration and Loop unrolling reduces the number of iterations we can be sure that
we can reduce the time spent on them.
On some loops, the same data is used in different iterations. Because Loop Unrolling exposes
several iterations it is possible to reuse this data inside the same iteration after the transformation.
This can reduce the number of loads and greatly improve performance. The number of itera-
tions that sets the reuse apart is the reuse distance. The shorter the distance the better, as shorter
distances need smaller unroll factors in order to enable data reuse.
Certain loops iterate over arrays of constants. If these arrays are declared on the same scope
of the loop, it might be possible, after fully unrolling the loop, to replace the array accesses with
its values. When a loop is fully unrolled it is possible, using constant propagation and constant
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folding, to resolve the array subscripts and know exactly what position is being referenced. When
this happens and we know the array is constant we can just replace the accesses. These are the
three main advantages of Loop Unrolling considered on this work and are the ones that the positive
heuristics will look for. The loop score will increase if these characteristics are found.
Loop Unrolling also has disadvantages such as increasing the instruction cache misses. Be-
cause this can become a problem, there is also a negative heuristic that looks for a large number
of instructions inside the loop body.
To choose a good unroll factor a simple strategy is used. We assume that whatever loop reaches
this step will benefit from Loop Unrolling. Considering this we choose the biggest possible unroll
factor that will not cause the instruction cache thrashing to overbalance the performance gains




This chapter presents a prototype implementing the approach described previously (see Chapter
3, page 17). In this dissertation, the prototype uses heuristic values tuned to a target processor, the
PowerPC 604, a member of the PowerPC architecture. This prototype uses Cetus as its front-end
and extends it in order to gather all the necessary information for the loop model to be evaluated.
After the evaluation, which is done by an evaluation engine that received the loop model, the
suggestion is written as a comment on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) which is later dumped to a
source file.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 describes how the several parts of
the prototype are used together. Section 4.2 presents Cetus, the tool used as a front-end in this
prototype. Next, in Section 4.3 we include an explanation of the software that was developed and
integrated in Cetus. Finally, Section 4.4 presents the values taken by the heuristics and the metrics
used to chose an unroll factor for this particular instance of the proposed approach.
4.1 Prototype Process
The prototype receives a C source code file as its input. This file is parsed and it is converted to an
AST. Both the source file parsing and the AST generation are done by Cetus. The next step is to
extract all the relevant information from this AST and compile it on the previously explained loop
model (see Section 3.2 on page 18). To extract this information from the AST we use the Bridge,
which is the software responsible for navigating the AST and finding the code characteristics we
are looking for.
When the loop model is ready we can use it to evaluate the loop. For this we use an instance of
the Evaluation Engine. This engine instantiates the heuristics from a configuration file and then
tests them using the information that is present on the loop model. The values of this heuristics
are presented on a later section in this chapter. For every combination of heuristic configuration
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Figure 4.1: An example of how the suggestion is done as a comment on the source code.
should be suggested for Unrolling or not. In the case of this prototype, the threshold used is 0. So
if the loop has a positive score it is considered a good candidate.
Finally, we can suggest an unroll factor that suits the loop. To do this we take into account the
number of assembly instructions that the compiler will generate when compiling the loop body.
The values used to make this suggestion are explained further ahead in this chapter. When we find
a suitable unroll factor we annotate the loop with it. Figure 4.1 shows an example of this. Because
Cetus is a source-to-source tool we can change the code through the Intermediate Representation
(IR) tree to create that comment and then output the resulting code to another source code file.
Figure 4.2 presents an activity diagram that was shown previously to explain the activity flow
used to evaluate a loop. In this figure, however, it is possible to see which part of the prototype
does what. The activities marked with the letter C are done using Cetus. These include the first two
activities, parsing the source file and building the AST, as well as the last two activities, annotating
the source file with the correct suggestion. The activities marked with the letter E are performed
by the Evaluation Engine. This engine will evaluate a loop according to the heuristic values and
choose a good unroll factor. Marked with the letter B, we have the only activity that the Bridge is
responsible for, that is gathering all the relevant information from the AST, compiling it inside an
instance of the loop model and pass it to the evaluation engine.
4.2 Cetus
In order to parse the source code files and create some kind of IR a compiler front-end was needed.
The chosen tool was Cetus [Uni11, DBM+09], a compiler infrastructure used for source-to-source
analysis and transformation. It is written in Java and can be extended using this same language.
The only built-in parser (written using ANTLR) accepts C source code files although other front-
ends, that would parse any source file and convert it to Cetus IR, could be added. The only
language that is fully supported is ANSI C, which is not a problem considering the type of appli-
cations targeted.
After building the AST, Cetus provides us with the means necessary to navigate the tree (both
depth-first and breadth-first) and retrieve all the information that we need from the code. We also
could, although it is not in the scope of this dissertation, use Cetus to change the source code,
by altering the IR and then outputting code to another file. This could be used, for example, to
automatically apply Loop Unrolling.
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Figure 4.2: An activity diagram for the process used in this prototype. The different letters show
how the different activities are performed by different software parts: C - Cetus; E - Evaluator
Engine; B - Bridge.
This tool has available a wide range of source code analysis and source code transformations,
none of which seem relevant in the context of this thesis.
4.3 Developed Software
There are two main pieces of software developed for this prototype. The Evaluation Engine re-
ceives a loop model and scores it according to the heuristics defined in a configuration file. The
Bridge extracts information from the AST generated by Cetus and creates the loop model that is
passed to the Evaluation Engine.
4.3.1 Evaluation Engine
The job of the Evaluation Engine is to evaluate a loop represented by an instance of the loop model.
In order to do this, it needs to know what values the heuristics will take. It reads a configuration
file to get this information. This file is a command line argument passed to the prototype. This
engine has three main tasks. The first is to serve as a place where all the heuristics are stored. The
second task is to, for a given loop, get the score of each heuristic and add it to the loop score. The
third and final task is to calculate a suitable unroll factor.
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1 public int evaluate(LoopModel loop)
2 {
3 int score = 0;
4
5 for( HeuristicGroup group : groups )




(a) The main evaluation method
1 public int getGroupScore(LoopModel loop)
2 {
3 int groupScore = 0;
4
5 for( Heuristic heuristic : heuristics )




(b) The method that returns the score of a group
Figure 4.3: The two methods used to evaluate a loop: evaluate and getGroupScore.
After reading the configuration file, the engine will instantiate the heuristics with the correct
values and become ready to evaluate a loop. The engine has two main methods that can be called
separately. The first one, evaluate, evaluates a loop using the heuristics and the values that were
loaded. The heuristics are stored in groups, allowing an easier organization and the possibility
of using the intermediate scores for debug purposes. This method iterates over the groups of
heuristics and adds the score of each group to the final loop score. The group score is given by
another method, called getGroupScore. This method iterates over all the heuristics in the group
and returns the sum of their individual scores for a given loop. Figure 4.3 show these two methods.
The second main method of the Evaluation Engine is used to suggest an unroll factor. It also
receives a loop model and makes a suggestion based on the information contained on that model.
Figure 4.4 shows this method which follows the flow described in the approach (Section 3.5, page
25).
There is no relation between the evaluate and chooseUnrollFactor methods. It could be possi-
ble that at the end of the evaluation method we could call the unroll method if the score was above
a threshold. This is not the current approach. Instead, whatever function called the evaluation
method (right now, the Bridge) should check the score and call the unroll method if the evaluation
score is above its own threshold. This allows for some more flexibility and can separate the two
methods if we only want to use one.
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1 public int chooseUnrollFactor(LoopModel loop)
2 {














17 int smallestReuseDistance = loop.getSmallestReuseDistance();
18 if(smallestReuseDistance > 0 && smallestReuseDistance > maxFactor)
19 {
20 int difference = smallestReuseDistance + 1 - maxFactor;
21 if(shouldUseReuseDistance(difference))





Figure 4.4: The chooseUnrollFactor method.
4.3.2 Bridge
The Bridge is responsible for connecting the two sides of the prototype. We have the AST gen-
erated by Cetus on one side and the Evaluator Engine that needs a loop model on the other. The
Bridge has three main tasks:
• Traverse the AST, gather all relevant information and build a loop model;
• Call the evaluation methods passing the created model;
• Create an annotation that informs the developer of the suggestion.
Initially we iterate over the AST and look for innermost FOR loops. When we find one, we
extract all the information needed to build a model that represents that loop. We consult the loop
header to get information about the iteration bounds, the step and the induction variable. Then, we
get the statements inside the loop body. Finally, we need information about all the arrays that are
accessed inside the loop body. This information is used to create a loop model.
When the model is completed, we pass it to the Evaluation Engine and ask for a evaluation of
the loop. This is the second task of the Bridge, to call the evaluation methods. The Bridge holds
the threshold value that indicates when a loop is considered a good candidate for Unrolling, which
is 0 for this particular instance (i.e, a loop with a positive score is a good candidate). After calling
the evaluation method for a loop and receiving its score, the Bridge compares the score with the
threshold. If the score is greater, it calls the method responsible for choosing an unroll factor.
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10 /* Get the needed information and create the LoopModel */
11 LoopHeader head = getHeadInformation(loop);
12 LoopBody body = getBodyInformation(loop, fileName, program);
13 ArrayList<Array> arrays = getArraysInformation(loop, program);
14 LoopModel loopModel = new LoopModel(head, body, arrays, fileName +"-"+ loopID);
15
16 /* Create an Evaluator, pass it the model and evaluate the loop */
17 EvaluatorEngine evaluator = new EvaluatorEngine(configFile);
18 int score = evaluator.evaluate(loopModel);
19 int factor = 0;
20 if(score > 0)
21 factor = evaluator.chooseUnrollFactor(loopModel);
22
23 /* Annotate the result */






30 catch (NoSuchElementException e)
31 {
32 /* No more ForLoop elements in this file */
33 }
Figure 4.5: The code that performs the three tasks of the Bridge.
The final task of the Bridge is to inform the developer of the Evaluation Engine suggestion.
We create an annotation on the IR tree with a comment that states whether the loop should be
unrolled or not, and the unroll factor to use if we suggest to unroll. At the end of the program
the IR tree is dumped to a new source file, which is the output of the prototype. This new source
file has, for each inner loop, a comment of whether Loop Unrolling should be applied. Figure 4.5
shows the top level implementation of the Bridge, where the three tasks are performed.
The Bridge is implemented as an extension to Cetus, the compiler infra-structure used as a
front-end that was described previously. This is done by overriding the method used to run passes
and adding our own pass, which is run after the AST is generated.
4.3.3 Assumptions
In order to simplify the analysis some assumptions are made about the source code. These limit
the usefulness of the prototype as they pose some constraints on the types of programs that can be
analyzed. The following code characteristics are expected to be true:
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• The step is calculated using a literal;
• The upper bound is declared using a literal;
• The initial condition of the loop is declared using a literal;
• When searching for array accesses, unary expressions are not considered.
While this means some programs will not be properly analyzed, it allows us to focus on more
important issues and is acceptable considering this is a prototype.
4.4 Prototype Instance Values
This section shows a particular instance of the approach described before (see Chapter 3 on page
17). This includes the values for the heuristics and the metrics used to chose the unroll factor.
These values were especially created for the PowerPC architecture and specifically for the
PowerPC 604 microprocessor. Because the heuristic values of this prototype were created for this
processor, the prototype evaluation was also done using this processor (see Chapter 5 on page 43).
4.4.1 Heuristic Values
Table 4.1 shows the specific heuristic values for this instance of the presented approach. These
heuristics were described in Section 3.4, page 21. This table shows, for each heuristic, the type of
input, the possible values of the input and the respective scores.
These values were found empirically. First, through observation and experiment. During this
stage we tried to look for effects of Loop Unrolling on several test cases and explain them using
the characteristics present on their source code. We were able to see what heuristics had the
best impact for this particular architecture. In a later stage we performed some exploration using
random weights on each heuristic. With several heuristic configurations we were able to see how
the changed heuristics compared to the base version. This stage allowed for some tuning of the
values previously found.
4.4.2 Unroll Factor Values
This shows the value of MaxInsts for this instance and explains how it was found. This metric is
the maximum number of assembly instructions inside a loop that does not cause the instruction
cache performance to plummet. As of now, this is the only metric that is used to calculate the
maximum unroll factor that does not hurt performance. This happens because out of all the Loop
Unrolling negative effects only the instruction cache performance loss is being considered.







where LoopBodyInsts is the number of assembly instructions on the loop body.
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Table 4.1: The heuristic values for the PowerPC 604 microprocessor.
Heuristic Input Values Scores











































The value of this metric is 975, meaning that when the body of a loop has 975 assembly
instructions its instruction cache performance will collapse. Applying this value to the previous
equation and taking as an example a loop with a body that has 40 instructions, the maximum unroll
factor, MaxFactor, would be
975
40
= 24.375. After flooring the result we get an unroll factor of 24.
Once again, this value was found empirically, analyzing the results of the Loop Unrolling of
several loops using different unroll factors. The goal of these tests was very simple, using a starting
example we progressively increase the number of instructions on the loop body and see what is
the unroll factor when the instruction cache performance starts to fall. The overall performance
of the code is not meaningful as we are only interested in the effect on the cache. As an example
consider test 3, whose results are in Figure 4.6. The instruction cache performance variation is
represented by the green line. The point where we consider the instruction cache performance to
plummet is marked with a circle and the unroll factor is 49. The assembly code generated by the
compiler had a loop body with 20 instructions, therefore, the number of instructions on the loop
body when it is unrolled 49 times is approximately 49× 20 = 980. This was done for 7 other
tests and the results were averaged. Table 4.2 shows all the results. The column Instructions is the
number of assembly instructions on the original loop body, the column Unroll Factor is the unroll
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Figure 4.6: The results for Test 3. Unroll factors bigger than 49 (this factor is circled) cause the
performance of the instruction cache to plummet.
factor from which the performance is considered to crash and the column Max Instructions is the
number of instructions on the loop body for said unroll factor.
This value is completely dependent not only on the architecture but also on the machine where
the code is going to be executed. This creates the need for an initial step of calibration in order to
get the best value on the machine that this will be used on. Another disadvantage of this approach
is that this requires assembly code analysis when we wanted to stay on a source code level. A
future approach might consider blocks of source code instead of assembly instructions. Each of
this blocks would represent a kind of operation and would account for the number of assembly
instructions needed to execute.
Table 4.2: The results for the MaxInsts tests.
Test Instructions Unroll Factor Max Instructions
1 9 130 912
2 13 78 937
3 20 49 980
4 12 98 982
5 14 77 1002
6 16 62 992
7 18 56 1008




1 void doFIR(short* IN, short* OUT)
2 {
3 int row, col, wrow, wcol;
4 short K[] = {1, 2, 1,
5 2, 4, 2,
6 1, 2, 1};
7 /* L1 */
8 for ( row=0 ; row<348 ; row++ )
9 /* L2 */
10 for ( col=0 ; col<348 ; col++ )
11 {
12 int sumval = 0;
13
14 /* L3 */
15 for ( wrow=0 ; wrow<3 ; wrow++ )
16 /* L4 */
17 for ( wcol=0 ; wcol<3 ; wcol++ )
18 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+(col+wcol)] * K[wrow*3+wcol];
19
20 sumval = sumval / 16;
21 OUT[row * 350 + col] = (short) sumval;
22 }
23 }
Figure 4.7: Image Smooth Operation original code (ISO1) for images of 350x350 pixels.
Even though two other metrics (MaxFull and MaxDistance) were presented on the unroll factor
suggestion process (see Section 3.5 on page 25), the tests done to find the values for this instance
showed that these metrics were not used. Therefore, we didn’t try to find appropriate values for
them.
4.4.3 Evaluation Examples
We present two loop nests as examples and use this instance of the proposed heuristics to evaluate
them. One of the examples had a good performance increase when transformed and the other
had mixed results, where the performance change would be positive or negative depending on the
unroll factor used.
The first example used is the one from the Image Smooth Operation test. The code for this
loop can be seen in Figure 4.7. This example has a deep nest of loops. For this example only the
two innermost loops (loops L3 and L4) are considered. Initially we will evaluate the innermost
loop (L4) and then we will evaluate the second inner loop (L3) considering that the inner loop is
fully unrolled. When we are evaluating the second inner loop, the code looks like the code shown
on Figure 4.8.
The second example that will be evaluated is the Gouraud test. The original code for this
example is shown on Figure 4.9. When it was tested, several unroll configurations were used.
This was a test that had somewhat good results with small unroll factors and bad results when the
unroll factors were big. The best result obtained from the tests was an improvement of 7.93%,
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1 void doFIR(short* IN, short* OUT)
2 {
3 int row, col, wrow, wcol;
4 short K[] = {1, 2, 1,
5 2, 4, 2,
6 1, 2, 1};
7 /* L1 */
8 for ( row=0 ; row<348 ; row++ )
9 /* L2 */
10 for ( col=0 ; col<348 ; col++ )
11 {
12 int sumval = 0;
13
14 /* L3 */
15 for ( wrow=0 ; wrow<3 ; wrow++ )
16 {
17 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+col] * K[wrow*3];
18 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+(col+1)] * K[wrow*3+1];
19 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+(col+2)] * K[wrow*3+2];
20 }
21
22 sumval = sumval / 16;
23 OUT[row * 350 + col] = (short) sumval;
24 }
25 }
Figure 4.8: Image Smooth Operation code after fully unrolling the innermost loop (ISO2).
which corresponds to an Unroll factor of 4. The worst result, obtained with an Unroll factor of 67,
had about 3 times more cycles.
Table 4.3 shows how each individual heuristic evaluates and scores the example loops and
Table 4.4 shows the final results of this evaluation.
The Image Smooth Operation example has two configurations. The first, which considers
the innermost loop (L4), is called ISO1 and the second, which considers the second inner (L3)
loop after the innermost was fully unrolled, is called ISO2. According to the results from this
evaluation both would be considered for Loop Unrolling, as they had positive scores. This is a
good result seeing that both loops had a great performance improvement when fully unrolled. The
ISO2 configuration has a big score, which is an excellent result because fully unrolling this loop
lead to a 79% performance gain. This score comes mainly from the fact that fully unrolling this
loop will replace all the accesses to array K with its values, reducing the number of loads and
eliminating the array. This is taken into consideration during the evaluation and, as shown before,
gives a big score boost (see the Same Scope Array score). One thing to note is that the score
on ISO2 is higher than the score on ISO1, which makes sense considering that ISO2 had a 79%
improvement against the 33% improvement of ISO1.
From all the loops that were tested, the loop on Gouraud is one of the most difficult to eval-
uate because it has mixed results. For the most part it suffers a performance loss when unrolled.
However, a performance gain of about 8% can not be overlooked especially when it results from
such a simple transformation. This is a loop that could be considered a good candidate, but these
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1 for ( i=0 ; i<SIZE ; i++ )
2 {
3 r += rd;
4 g += gd;
5 b += bd;
6 p[i] = (r & mask) + ((g & mask) >> 5) + ((b & mask) >> 10);
7 }
Figure 4.9: Gouraud original code.
heuristics evaluate it as unsuitable for Unrolling. Even though most unroll factors will cause a
performance degradation, a carefully chosen factor can still improve the performance of this loop.
Comparing this loop to the one evaluated on ISO1 the results are positive. ISO1 has a performance
gain that is about four times bigger, so it has a better score.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented the prototype that was implemented in order to evaluate our approach.
This prototype uses an instance of the heuristic values that targets the PowerPC 604 processor.
The prototype uses Cetus, a compiler infrastructure. After the AST is built, a piece of software,
the Bridge, extracts all needed information and builds an instance of the loop model. This model
is then passed to another piece of software, the Evaluation Engine. This engine, after reading
a configuration of the heuristics from a file, is capable of evaluating the loop and suggesting
an unroll factor when the loop score is above a threshold, which is zero in this prototype. The
suggestion made by the Evaluation Engine is then communicated to the developer by means of
a comment on the output source code. This comment appears before any loop that was analyzed
and indicates whether the loop should be unrolled or not. In the cases where the suggestion is to
perform Unrolling, it also indicates the chosen unroll factor. In order to properly evaluate a loop
considering other target architectures, the heuristic values need to be instantiated.
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Table 4.3: The scores given by each heuristic to the Image Smooth Operation and Gouraud exam-
ples.
ISO1 ISO2 Gouraud
Heuristic Parameter Score Parameter Score Parameter Score
Small Iteration Count 3 12 3 12 200 0
Data Reuse no 0 no 0 no 0
Same Scope Array no 0 yes 28 no 0
LB Execution Time Relation 6 2 10 0 8 0
Number of Instructions 31 -8 81 -20 33 -8
Final Score 6 20 -8
Table 4.4: Results for the Image Smooth Operation and the Gouraud examples.
Configuration Score Suggest for Unroll Real Improvement
ISO1 (L4) 6 Yes 33%
ISO2 (L3) 20 Yes 79%






This chapter uses a set of benchmarks to evaluate the approach presented in this dissertation.
To compare the results obtained by our approach we collected data by exploring Loop Unrolling
factors. We use the unroll factor that allows the best performance to compare with the unroll factor
suggested by our prototype.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the setup used to test the bench-
marks and how the data resulting from the tests was gathered. Section 5.2 presents the results
obtained.
5.1 Setup
In order to evaluate our approach, a simple prototype was developed (see Chapter 4). This proto-
type uses heuristic values that target the PowerPC architecture and more specifically the PowerPC
604 [SDC94] processor. The prototype receives information about both the heuristics and the
loops to analyze. The heuristics configuration file contains information about each of the heuris-
tics used (i.e., their range and values). The loop information comes from the loop model that is
built using information from the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) created from the source file. The
prototype then evaluates the loop, scores it accordingly, and suggests an unroll factor.
For each benchmark, we measured the performance gain obtained with every possible unroll
factor. These data can be used to decide if a loop should be unrolled or not and, if so, what
unroll factor causes the biggest performance improvement. To find these data, all possible unroll
configurations for all benchmarks were run on the PSIM [Cag12] simulator. Each benchmark
had a base source file with the loop to be tested and a configuration file that indicated how that
loop would be unrolled. A script was then responsible for reading these files and creating all the
source files needed, one for each unroll factor on the configuration file. These source files had a
pre-processor directive on the loop that indicated how it would be unrolled. The next step was to
unroll the loops. This was done using a tool that is part of Reflectc [Ref12, CDP+11]. This tool
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Table 5.1: The PSIM configuration used on the experimental evaluation.
Option Value
Processor Model PowerPC 604
Compliance Level VEA
Endianness Big-endian
Number of Processors 1
Emulated OS NetBSD
uses specific pragmas to know how to unroll the loop. After this step there were several source
files, one that has the original loop and the others that have the loop unrolled with different factors.
The transformed source files were then compiled using GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) [Fre12],
more specifically a GCC x86-PowerPC cross compiler. Finally, the resulting binaries were run on
the PSIM simulator and the results were extracted using another script that compiled them on a
single file. Whenever the results show a performance improvement on the form of a percentage, it
represents the improvement (reduction) on the cycle count of the program.
The results obtained with the prototype were evaluated in three different ways. The first and
most basic form of evaluation is to see if the suggestion made (i.e., to unroll or not) for each bench-
mark is the correct one. This allows us to know if the prototype is capable of finding whether Loop
Unrolling will have a positive impact on the loop. The other two tests are only performed when
there is a suggestion to unroll the loop. The second form of evaluation compares the suggested
unroll factor with the unroll factor that leads to the best performance gain. By doing this we can
see how good the prototype is at suggesting a good unroll factor. The third and final form of eval-
uation compares the performance obtained by unrolling the loop with the suggested unroll factor
with the best performance gain possible. This is a good test because even though the prototype
may suggest a different unroll factor, the difference between the two performance gains might be
negligible, making the suggestion an efficient one.
All the tests were run under the LinuxMint 12 Linux distribution. This choice was made
because a Linux based operating system was needed to use some of the tools. In order to apply
Loop Unrolling automatically, a tool that is part of Reflectc was used. This tool is a source-to-
source C compiler that was developed with the CoSy [Exp12] framework. The simulator that was
used, PSIM, receives PowerPC binaries as input. To compile these binaries we needed a cross
compiler. GCC was the choice since it can be built to target several different architectures.
PSIM was the used PowerPC simulator. It is bundled with GNU Debugger (GDB) but can
be built separately (we followed this approach). It is capable of simulating three different Pow-
erPC processors: 603, 603e and 604. It also supports all three levels of compliance as defined in
[SSM94]. The exact configuration of the simulator is presented in Table 5.1.
PowerPC 604 is a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) microprocessor released in 1994,
that was developed jointly by Apple, IBM and Motorola. “The PowerPC 604 RISC micropro-
cessor uses out-of-order and speculative execution techniques to extract instruction-level paral-
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Table 5.2: This table shows the suggestion made for each benchmark and whether that suggestion
is the correct one. This suggestion can be to either apply Loop Unrolling or keep the loop in its
original state. The incorrect suggestions are highlighted.
Benchmark Score Suggestion Correct?
Dot Product 2 Apply Yes
Gouraud -8 Keep No
Grid Iterate -10 Keep Yes
Vector Sum 2 Apply Yes
ISO1 6 Apply Yes
ISO2 20 Apply Yes
FSD1 10 Apply Yes
FSD2 -6 Keep No
lelism” [SDC94]. It uses branch prediction and speculative execution as well as out-of-order exe-
cution and it has a six-stage superscalar pipeline. There are separate data and instruction caches,
both with 16-Kbyte and four-way associativity.
The benchmarks chosen to evaluate this prototype represent the domain of application. In
order to do this, real functions were used. These are functions from real life projects and ap-
plications. Achieving good results in these benchmarks is an indication of the usefulness of the
prototype being tested. The source code of the benchmarks used can be seen in Appendix A (see
page 57).
5.2 Results and Analysis
The results for the evaluation of each benchmark can be seen in Table 5.2. This table has the
score of the benchmark, the suggestion made by the prototype, and whether that was a correct
suggestion or not. The results are overall positive, with the prototype making 6 out of 8 correct
suggestions. The wrong predictions, highlighted in the table, were for the Gouraud and FSD2
benchmarks. Gouraud is a difficult test case as it had mixed results. For small unroll factors it
is possible to achieve modest performance gains but for unroll factors bigger than 4, there is a
performance loss. In the worst case, the performance is about 2 times worse. The loop on this
benchmark has a large number of instructions inside the loop body, which is heavily penalized by
the evaluation heuristics. Furthermore this loop does not present any of the positive characteristics
that the heuristics look for. There is no possibility of data reuse and there is no possibility of
replacing any accesses to arrays. This means that the only benefit from Loop Unrolling on this
case is the control structure overhead reduction.
Much like the Gouraud benchmark, the loop in FSD2 does not show characteristics that allow
benefits other than overhead reduction. This means that it gets only a small number of points from
the positive heuristics. The loop has a small body that multiplies two values and adds them to a
sum variable. Although it is a simple body, it has a fairly high number of instructions and gets
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Table 5.3: Comparing the suggested unroll factor and the optimal unroll factor (and their asso-
ciated performance improvements) for each benchmark. The value no indicates no unroll to be
done.
Unroll Factor Performance Improvement (%)
Benchmark Suggested Optimal Suggested Optimal Difference
Dot Product 57 58 37.25 37.27 0.02
Gouraud no 4 0 7.93 7.93
Grid Iterate no no 0 0 0
Vector Sum 57 253 31.49 35.37 3.88
ISO1 3 3 33.30 33.30 0
ISO2 3 3 78.62 78.62 0
FSD1 8 8 6.33 6.33 0
FSD2 no 63 0 32.12 32.12
penalized because of that. Unlike Gouraud, the performance gain on this benchmark is positive for
every possible unroll factor (within the test limits) which, by comparison, makes it a worse result.
Even though they are suggested for Unrolling, the benchmarks Dot Product, Vector Sum and
ISO1 have low scores. This is a problem since they have very good performance improvements
when unrolled. The loop bodies for these benchmarks are relatively small, especially on Dot Prod-
uct and Vector Sum. Therefore, these are benchmarks that would benefit greatly from the overhead
reduction that comes with Loop Unrolling. Like the two previously analyzed tests, Gouraud and
FSD2, these have no obvious benefits other than the overhead reduction. What this means is that
the positive heuristics reward them with little to no points. This seems to be affecting a large
part of all the benchmarks that were tested (5 out of 8). One possible solution is to start the loop
score with a positive value, instead of 0 (which is the current practice). By doing this it would be
possible to account for the overhead reduction and results presented in Table 5.2 could be better.
For all the benchmarks that were suggested for Loop Unrolling we can compare the suggested
unroll factor with the optimal unroll factor. In this context, the optimal unroll factor is the one
that leads to the best performance improvement. Table 5.3 presents, for each benchmark, the
unroll factor suggested by the prototype and the optimal unroll factor. This table also includes
the benchmarks that were not considered good candidates for Loop Unrolling. These benchmarks
have a value of no, which represents that the loops were not unrolled. For example, the Grid Iterate
benchmark would be suggested as unsuitable for Unrolling and the tests confirm this, therefore, it
has a value of no on both columns (Suggested and Optimal). One can also see, on the Difference
column, the difference between the performance gains achieved with the optimal factor and the
performance gains achieved with the suggested factor.
From the five loops that would be unrolled and therefore would have a suggested unroll factor,
four of them were given a good unroll factor. On three of these loops, the optimal unroll factor
was suggested, on another one the optimal factor was missed by one and on the final loop there is
a big difference between the two factors.
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ISO1, ISO2 and FSD1, the three loops whose suggested factor is the optimal one, all have a
small iteration count. This means that it is probably better to fully unroll the loop. The evaluator
prototype recognizes this and makes correct predictions.
The Dot Product benchmark has a really good result. Even if the suggested factor is not the
optimal one, the difference is only 1. The Vector Sum benchmark, however, which is similar to
Dot Product, does not manage to get a similar result. The difference between the optimal factor
and the suggested one is 196. This happens because the only metric used to suggest a good unroll
factor is the number of instructions and even though the loops have different bodies, they have a
similar number of instructions which leads to the same suggested unroll factor.
There were two benchmarks whose suggested unroll factor is not the optimal one, Dot Product
and Vector Sum. Even if the suggested unroll factor is not close to the optimal one, this difference
can be negligible if the difference between the performance gain obtained with both is minimal
(see Table 5.3). This is the case with these two benchmarks. For Dot Product, even though there
is a difference of one between the optimal factor and the suggested factor, the difference in perfor-
mance gain is just 0.02%. This difference is not significant and as such the suggested unroll factor
can be classified as a good one. The results on Vector Sum, while not as good, are still positive.
Despite having a completely different unroll factor, the difference of the performance gain is only
of 3.88% (on an optimal performance gain of 35.37%). Once again, while the suggestion fails to
find the optimal unroll factor, the overall result is good.
5.3 Summary
To evaluate the prototype, a series of tests were conducted on a simulated PowerPC 604, a RISC
microprocessor with branch prediction, speculative execution and out-of-order execution. The
tests were created to find, for a set of benchmarks, what was the unroll factor that would lead to
the best performance improvement. With this information it was possible to know if the evaluator
is capable of accurately predicting the impact of Loop Unrolling on a certain loop and how good
the suggested unroll factor is.
Overall the results are good. The evaluator was capable of making the right prediction on
the majority of the tested benchmarks. For those benchmarks that would be suggested for Loop
Unrolling, the suggested unroll factor is also good. Only one of the benchmarks was suggested an
unroll factor that was far from the optimal one and even in this case the difference in performance
improvement is not too significant.
Loops that do not exhibit obvious advantages (e.g., data reuse) are not well evaluated. This
happens because the overhead reduction caused by Loop Unrolling is not correctly taken into
account by the heuristics. Because of this, certain benchmarks that would benefit from this trans-
formation were not suggested for Unrolling while others had low scores. If one was to compare
the scores of the loops and try to establish a correlation between the score and the performance
improvement, these scores fail to show how great the impact of the transformation is.
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The only metric that is used to suggest an unroll factor is the number of assembly instructions
present on the loop body. While the results of the suggested unroll factors are acceptable, there is
at least one example where two loops whose optimal unroll factors are completely different were
suggested the same unroll factor just because they had a similar number of instructions. While this
metric seems capable of finding suitable unroll factors, better results could be achieved if other




Performance is an important factor on every application, being its importance more noticeable in
embedded computing applications. One possible way to improve performance is to use source
code transformations. These can have a big impact if applied to loops, where programs spend
most of their execution time. There are many loop transformations, all of them with different
approaches and goals. One of the most used loop transformations is Loop Unrolling, which is the
focus of this dissertation.
Because predicting the impact of any transformation can prove rather challenging, there is not
an universal approach. As a consequence, very frequently, the developer has to apply the transfor-
mation manually. As this can be an error-prone process, we need a tool that helps the developer
by suggesting loops that represent good optimization opportunities. Such a tool would still keep
the developer in control but would give him the safety of knowing that applying a transforma-
tion would be beneficial. This dissertation addresses this problem, combining a heuristic-guided
approach with Loop Unrolling in order to suggest good loops to optimize.
6.1 Main Conclusions
This dissertation presented an approach for the problem of performance optimization using heuris-
tics, source code transformations and suggestions. It is an approach that can be used to guide a
developer in the process of optimizing but that makes sure that he still has the final decision on
what happens to his code. This is useful when the knowledge of the user is needed to make sure
the transformation will be beneficial. The proposed method suggests good Loop Unrolling can-
didates but it acknowledges that it might not have the perfect information every time and that the
developer insight should be taken into account. By making only a suggestion the developer can
provide his input and ultimately decide if the transformation should be applied.
Our approach relies on a set of heuristics to evaluate loops as candidates for Loop Unrolling.
While the heuristic values are closely related to the machine where the program will run, the
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heuristics themselves depend mainly on the source code and, we believe, can possibly be used
on different architectures. Two of the five heuristics presented, Number of Instructions and Loop
Body Execution Time Relation, use information that is not readily available on the source code.
These two heuristics use assembly information, which obviously depends on code characteristics.
To validate and evaluate the approach presented in this dissertation we created a prototype that
used an instance of the heuristics for a specific processor, the PowerPC 604. This prototype was
tested using a group of 8 benchmarks extracted from real life applications. The prototype was able
to correctly suggest Loop Unrolling for 6 of the 8 benchmarks used. Out of these 6 benchmarks,
5 were considered good candidates for Loop Unrolling and were given suitable unroll factors.
The suggested factor was close or equal to the optimal factor on 4 of these. On the other one,
even though there is a big difference in the unroll factor, the difference on the performance gains
achieved is not significant (31.49% with the suggested factor and 35.37% with the optimal one).
Even though the results are positive, this approach has some shortcomings. Currently, only
innermost FOR loops where the iteration count is known at compile time are considered. Even
though these loops are used by a large number of embedded applications, this approach may lose
some improvement opportunities by not considering other types of loops.
The unroll factor is a major part of Loop Unrolling. If an unsuitable factor is used, the transfor-
mation can easily cause a performance loss. The method presented to choose an unroll factor only
considers the increasing number of instructions and its effect on the cache. While it manages to
suggest suitable unroll factor, other information could be used in order to improve this suggestion.
Finally, we can also conclude, after analysing the experimental results, that the overhead re-
duction could be better evaluated. It is one of the main advantages of Loop Unrolling and, there-
fore, is of great importance. Some of the benchmarks where no other positive characteristics were
found have lower scores than expected. This means that the heuristic responsible for modelling
the overhead reduction, if improved, could lead to better evaluation results.
6.2 Future Work
As referred before, the approach presented in this dissertation can be improved in a number of
ways. Two of the five heuristics presented rely on information that can not be directly extracted
from source code. These are the heuristics that account for the increasing number of instructions
and the relation between the execution time of the body and the control structure. These heuristics
count the number of assembly instructions that the compiler generates for the loop body and use
this information to evaluate the loop. It would be interesting to use a source level alternative that
would make the analysis only source code dependent.
A possible solution is to consider code blocks. These represent blocks of instructions that exe-
cute simple tasks. Consider a loop that loads two consecutive values from an array and that stores
their product on another array. As seen before, Loop Unrolling exposes several iterations and al-
lows for data reuse. Exposing at least two iterations of that loop would cause one value from one
iteration to be used on another, which results in one less load. If we were to consider code blocks
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and one of them was a memory load, after unrolling the loop twice, the second iteration would lose
a load block as it would be able to reuse data previously loaded. This would not only make the
analysis source code dependent, but would account for an effect that is not currently considered,
which is the fact that some instructions will be removed after Loop Unrolling is applied.
Another change that would have a big impact is a better way of finding a good unroll factor.
Right now, only one metric is used: the number of instructions. As was shown before, this is not
enough and needs to be expanded. Even though this is an area with room for improvements, it
can be a hard challenge. One possible advance is the usage of the code blocks mentioned earlier.
Using that model we could make a better prediction of when the instruction cache would overflow
and use it to suggest a more accurate unroll factor.
It would be interesting to use a machine learning approach to find new, better heuristics and,
eventually, improve the existing ones. Even though most heuristics will be somewhat portable1
as they look at source code, their instance values for a specific machine are not. There is a need
for fine tuned, specialized values. Imagining the prototype developed as a full application, we can
think of a calibration step that, before running the application for the first time, would find the best
possible values for the heuristics on that particular machine. Every source code analysis made
from then on, would inherently take machine and architecture information into account.
The developed prototype could also be improved. The prototype is a standalone tool, that can
only be used to suggest loops that are good candidates for Loop Unrolling. The possibility of
integrating it with other tools seems rather appealing. Imagine the current prototype connected
to a source-to-source transformation tool. The prototype suggests a certain loop for full unroll.
The developer is presented this suggestion and is asked if he wants to transform the loop. After
analyzing the source code he confirms the benefits of applying this transformation and chooses
to unroll the loop. The loop (or properly annotated source file) would then be passed to the
transformation tool which would apply Loop Unrolling. The developer still decides on whether
the transformation is applied or not, but the transformation process is automated, relieving the
developer of a tedious and error-prone activity. This could also be possible using the current
software. The chosen compiler infrastructure, Cetus, can be used to transform source code. Cetus
makes it possible to transform the high level intermediate representation that will then be written
as C source.
If the previous integration with (or development of) a transformation tool was completed, we
could consider using this prototype in an iterative fashion, i.e., using the output of an evaluation
as the input of another. The current approach only considers innermost loops, which means that
sometimes we do not consider good transformation opportunities. If an inner loop is fully unrolled,
which is often the case when there is a small iteration count, the loop in the level immediately
above could also be tested. This could lead to an increase in the transformation opportunities
while still retaining the simple, innermost loop only approach.
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This appendix shows the source code for all the benchmarks used to evaluate the prototype that
was developed. In these figures only the loop is presented. When there is a loop nest, only the
innermost loop is considered.
1 for ( i=0 ; i<SIZE ; i++ )
2 {
3 sum += x[i] * y[i];
4 }
Figure A.1: Dot Product benchmark.
1 for ( i=0 ; i<SIZE ; i++ )
2 {
3 r += rd;
4 g += gd;
5 b += bd;
6 p[i] = (r & mask) + ((g & mask) >> 5) + ((b & mask) >> 10);
7 }
Figure A.2: Gouraud benchmark.
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1 for ( it=0 ; it<ITER_STEPS_NUM ; it++ )
2 {
3 for ( i=1 ; i<X_DIM-1) ; i++ )
4 {
5
6 for ( j=1 ; j<(Y_DIM-1) ; j++ )
7 {
8 for ( k=1 ; k<(Z_DIM-1) ; k++ )
9 {
10 val = obstacles[i][j][k];
11
12 if (val == 1)
13 {




18 if (val == -1)
19 {


















Figure A.3: Grid Iterate benchmark.
1 for ( i=0 ; i<SIZE ; i++ )
2 {
3 prod = x[i] * x[i];
4 sum += prod;
5 }
Figure A.4: Vector Sum benchmark.
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1 for( row=0 ; row<348 ; row++ )
2 {
3 for( col=0 ; col<348 ; col++ )
4 {
5 int sumval = 0;
6
7 for( wrow=0 ; wrow<3 ; wrow++ )
8 {
9 for( wcol=0 ; wcol<3 ; wcol++ )
10 {




15 sumval = sumval / 16;
16 OUT[row * 350 + col] = (short) sumval;
17 }
18 }
Figure A.5: ISO1 benchmark.
1 for( row=0 ; row<348 ; row++ )
2 {
3 for( col=0 ; col<348 ; col++ )
4 {
5 int sumval = 0;
6
7 for( wrow=0 ; wrow<3 ; wrow++ )
8 {
9 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+col]*K[wrow*3];
10 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+(col+1)]*K[wrow*3+1];
11 sumval += IN[(row +wrow)*350+(col+2)]*K[wrow*3+2];
12 }
13
14 sumval = sumval / 16;
15 OUT[row * 350 + col] = (short) sumval;
16 }
17 }
Figure A.6: ISO2 benchmark.
1 for( i=0 ; i<64 ; i++ )
2 {
3 y[i] = 0.0;
4
5 for( j=0 ; j<8 ; j++ )
6 {
7 y[i] += z[i+64*j];
8 }
9 }
Figure A.7: FSD1 benchmark.
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5 for( j=0 ; j<64 ; j++ )
6 {
7 s[i] += m[32*i+j] * y[j];
8 }
9 }
Figure A.8: FSD2 benchmark.
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